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Who’s Who
Brenda Rebello
Editor & Designer

The Editor’s Desk
Welcome to
Goan Connection!
Fall in love with the beauty of
the season!
As the leaves turn hues of gold, orange,
burgundy, purple, it brings to life the
diversity and beauty within us and
around us.

Dianne Nunes
Assistant Editor

Rui Gomes
Website Coordinator

Executive Committee
Marvin Fernandes
President

This “Fall” issue captures that spirit. We
have a diverse range of topics-from your
window to look back into Goa, to dealing
with the Delta variant to capturing our
picnic highlights, celebrations, honoring
our loved ones and highlighting our
YOUTH and much more.
Read about our Youth inspiring other
youth, through their activities, summer
internships and more.
We also have a new member on our
editorial team, Marissa Gomes, a high
schooler who has used her creative talents
to make our newsletter beautiful.
Thank you contributors for making this a
true "Goan Connection”.

Louella Menezes
Vice President

Wilma Martins
Secretary

My gratitude to our talented editorial
team, Dianne Nunes, Wilma Martins,
Suzette Barreto, Carmeline Barretto
Chantelle Faria, Marissa Gomes.

Please stay safe & healthy!
Joyfully

Allan D’Guerra
Treasurer

Brenda

Mavis Dcruz
Membership
Coordinator
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The Association
Corner

Greetings Everyone,

First off, I hope that you and your families are all doing well. This year we celebrate the 30th
anniversary of the GOAN Association of New Jersey. What started as a small gathering to keep
Goan culture alive in NJ, has grown into one of the most well established GOAN associations
in North America. We are grateful for the early initiative, vision, and hard work by the early
leaders to keep the association moving forward, allowing us to reap the fruits they sowed 30
years ago.
Our first in-person event, the GOANJ picnic organized after 15 months of hiatus is in the
books. It was great catching up with everyone at the event. It would be difficult to acknowledge
by name, everyone who made the event possible, but certainly, the planning committee of the
Goan Association deserves a big shout out for working tirelessly, planning the event and
executing it. Even our youngsters helped out to make the event a success.

We even had homemade doce all the way from Goa, that everyone enjoyed so much. We also
had the honor to acknowledge the past presidents and the founder members of the association
that were present. For those who couldn't make it, you can see the collage of pictures later in
this newsletter.
Please circle your calendar for Dec 11th. We will be having our Christmas dance on that date,
and will celebrate our 30 years.
Membership - Since we did not have any event in 2020, whoever was a member in 2020, a year
has been added to your membership. Those of you whose membership has expired in 2019,
please renew your membership. You will find renewal details at goanj.com.
On a different note, we are looking for more families to join the GOANJ planning committee,
so if you are interested in finding out what it involves, please email committee@goanj.com
As always, please support our sponsors and advertisers.
Thank you everyone, stay safe, and healthy.
Mog Assum
Marvin Fernandes
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Speak Konkani
KONKANIM
ULOI –5
XIKSAN -LESSON

AMCHI FAMIL – OUR FAMILY
AJI - GREAT GRAND MOTHER
AZO -GREAT GRAND MOTHER
XEMAI -GRAND MOTHER
XEPAI-GRAND FATHER
MAIM - MOTHER
PAI-FATHER
DHUV-DAUGHTER
PUT -SON
BHOIN-SISTER
BHAV-BROTHER
NATHI-GRANDDAUGHTER
NATHU – GRANDSON
BACHI - NIECE
BACHO -NEPHEW
BHURGEM – CHILD
BHURGIM - CHILDREN

Bhail/Potinn – Wife
Uni/vhonnie - Brother’s wife
Mevnni - Wife’s sister
Nonond - Husband’s sister (sister in law)
Zav - Husband’s brother’s wife
Sasumai - Mother-in-law
Bapul bhav - Fathers Brothers son – cousin
Bapul Bhoinn - Father’s brother’s daughter
Podon/Kumpar/Padrin – Godfather
Sovtheli avoi - Step-mother
Sovthi-dhuv- Step-daughter
Fall-2021

Ghov/Poti - Husband
Dher - Husbands brother
Mevnno - Wife’s brother
Saddu - Wife’s sister’s husband
Kuinead vo bhavoji - Sister’s husband
Sasupai – Father-in-law
Mauxe bhav -Mother’s sister’s son
Mauxi bhoinn -Mother’s sister’s
daughter
Madrin/modon/Kumar - Godmother
Filead- Godchild
Sovthelo bapui - Step-father
Sovtho-put - Step-son
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Your Window to Look Back into GOA
Alinto Coelho

Admiration of Goan heritage houses or the architectural features of these
houses never ceases. The favourite architectural feature undoubtedly in my
opinion is the shell window. Goans from all walks of life began building
houses, but some had to cut corners due to limited financial resources as a
result of which they did away with the final plaster for their houses.

Casa Bobo House, Saligao, Goa

This gave rise to a typically Goan style of architecture in exposed laterite.
However, they ensured that a shell window was installed to enhance the
facade of the house. Shell windows were also proposed to cover bigger
areas as well. The carpenters entrusted with
these works put on their thinking hat and
made a combination of fixed and openable
shutters. Openable Shutters were modified
to sliding and swinging shutters on hinges.

Sliding shutters were made to slide horizontally or vertically merely on
wooden surfaces, which were crafted to accuracy and sliding these
shutters was a smooth operation. In modern times, neither engineers nor
architects even dare propose these sliding systems, due to a lack of
skilled craftsmen. The carpenter along with the house owner
incorporated coloured glass to enhance the facade and get a little more
moonlight in the space indoors at night. The main objective was to use
natural light as much as possible.
.

Rodrigues House Bastora, Goa

This masterpiece made of Italian marble is not just an objet d’art
but functions as a washbasin, installed on one of the walls in the
casa de jantar (dining room).
Two water pipes were connected to each mouth of the lions with
small water tanks on the external side of the wall. As desired, after
a meal, warm or cold water was poured into the tanks so that
diners could wash their hands after a sumptuous meal.
At the center, toward the end of the basin was an outlet for
wastewater to flow out. Considering the aesthetic appearance of
this washbasin, in today’s times, one would be reluctant to wash
their hands in this masterpiece.

Costa Frias House Candolim, Goa
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Houses in the South of Goa were indisputably grander and more
spacious than in the North. Landholdings were larger, more productive
in the South and this could be one reason for this.
The sala or the main hall has always been the pride and the space for
the most hospitable welcome to a Goan homeowner’s guests.
Having lived in this, my mother's ancestral house, I have witnessed the
mesmerizing look on the face of the visitor, on admiring the most
beautiful set up of the sala.
Decorative flooring with the most elegant chandeliers coupled with wall
lights matching the chandelier design. Traditionally these chandeliers
were imported from Belgium. The sala was furnished with carved
furniture traditionally made of rosewood, teakwood, or jackfruit tree
Adolfo Dias House Benaulim, Goa
wood. The walls of the sala were adorned with pictures of family
members especially of the generation gone by. A mirror was also placed on one or two of these walls.
The mirrors were interestingly supported by placing them on two human hands made of wood.
These mirrors traditionally were imported from Venice. However, there is very little clarity for the
purpose of putting up these mirrors.
The Goan carpenters who made the furniture were not just talented
craftsmen and artisans, but were also very intelligent. As seen in the
picture, this intricately carved relaxing chair is unique, the design of
the top portion of the backrest was probably borrowed from the
main altar chair in the Church.
The seat was made to look modest with a cane weaved net, the
same was also incorporated in the backrest. The inclination of the
backrest allowed one to sit in a relaxing posture. Sometimes the
initials of the house owner were also carved on the top portion of
the backrest.

Costa Baretto House Curtorim, Goa

This is a 100% made in Goa product, crafted by the Goan craftsman
who used wood that was available locally and found in
abundance: rosewood, teakwood, or jackfruit wood. The Goan
Craftsman has indeed left us a legacy of beauty and inspiration!

Alinto Coelho is passionate about preserving Goan Heritage. He holds a Bachelor’s
degree in Civil Engineering from Goa College of Engineering.

He provides Professional Consultancy Civil Engineering Services in Goa, which
includes restoration of Heritage Structures. He has initiated a process to document
Heritage Structures across Goa.
Email: heritage.goa@coelhosolutions.com
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GOANJ Picnic, Time for fun, fellowship and family!
Floyd Faria

The Annual GOANJ Picnic is one of the most anticipated events on any Goan calendar.
It is a time for fun, fellowship and family. It does entail a lot of coordination, hard work and
effort. Much preparation goes into the games, event planning, venue, food arrangements and
yes even the Mass.
The Venue
All the work begins at least 4 to 5 months ahead of the event itself. Our committee members
for years have been staying awake at midnight to book/pay for the venue in advance.
In 2021, we were uncertain about whether the program would go forward. The dates for
booking never opened in the month of March and somehow, we never thought that the
picnic would materialize, hence we never got down to booking the venue this year.
God had a different plan for us this time around. He blessed us with a brand new, yet even
better venue. where the grass was greener and there was so much more to do. Nevertheless,
there was so much work that went into the finalization of the Rosedale Park in Pennington,
NJ. Felix, Marvin, Louella, Chris and a few others went over to the park to do separate
surveys. Everyone provided feedback and thereafter, a decision was made.

The Menu
As always is a tedious process. We always leave it up to Felix and Chris to work their
wonders, getting quotes and negotiating rates. The rest of the gang pretty much entrusts all
their faith and rely on the wisdom of Chris and Felix and they never let us down.
The Welcome Desk
Everyone spends time at the Welcome Desk to ensure that tickets / name tags and
membership are checked. This indeed is a lot of work and pretty much takes up most of the
day.
The Games
This is a Rui/Giselle special. What looks like an Easy Peasy Job, is really a well thought
out, well planned and even better executed project. Rui – the magician has surprised us year
on year, for the last 4 or 5 years. On the morning of the picnic, he reaches the venue much
before the rest of us who are following Goan Standard Time (GST), and starts unloading his
mini-van and from his van of tricks, emerges games that are enjoyed by the young kids, all
day long. This year we had great carnival games that brought out the kid in each one. It was
simply amazing. He never ceases to surprise the crowds. Rui additionally manages the
sports for the adults and Giselle comes up with prizes and boy, does everyone love the

The Mass
A celebration of our faith, requires keen attention. Gerry, Deline and Wilma meticulously
plan every detail. The Readings, Hymns, the intentions for the Mass. They plan even
detailed items like arranging for the altar cloth, the flowers and yes even the priests’ chair.
Gerry, Deline and Ashley organize a beautiful member choir each year.
Father does a fantastic job preparing the Homily each year, putting in an extra bit of his
own twist to the Mass, but always getting the message to the people. The young as well as
the younger enjoy listening to him.
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.
Soccer Organizer
On the day of the picnic, Bromin organizes a soccer special event each year. This year to mark
the Euro 2020, he planned our own GOAN 2020– A penalty shoot out, the first of its kind.
BINGO
A GOANJ tradition! People wait a year to listen to the voice of our very own Tony who keeps
shaking his bag of numbers, so eager to announce either his 2 fat ladies or ulta pulta.
The After Bingo Tea/Snacks
Something that everyone almost takes for granted, however, takes up so much work. There is
someone very special cooking up her masala chai, regular chai and/ or coffee. The snacks are
purchased a day before from Costco and brought to the venue so that everyone gets fresh
cookies and cakes just before the end of a tiring day. This year, we missed the watermelon that
is usually served at this time. We usually rely on our dear Elvis to bring some of the
watermelons all the way from Delaware. Hopefully, we will see him again next year.
This Year Specials
GOANJ turned 30. A thank you to our past presidents and founders.
The Election Slate was ratified by the members– Giving a Thumbs up to the Executive
Committee for a job well done!
We had a box of home made doce, thanks to Martha Fernandes who sent it all the way from
Goa to celebrate the event.
We had live music and danced to the golden voice of Evettte. It was truly a daily double, as we
also had the talented Richard who entertained everyone to his music, while leading everyone to
some great salsa and line dancing.
We had a sing a long, proving that no Goan function is complete without a few mandos.
And if you were wondering, Yes we made sure to adhere to the CDC guidelines.
A BIG THANK YOU TO ALL OUR YOUTH VOLUNTEERS!
Michael da Costa, Sophia da Costa , Stephanie da Costa, Chantelle Faria , Chelsea Fernandes ,
Marissa Gomes, Briell Menezes, Brelin Menezes, Nicole Vital, Melissa Vital.
“Magic” happens when everyone works together. The team helping the caterers serve the
meals, ensuring that everyone is served timely; the MC and her team-ensuring that we are on
schedule. Others make sure things are in place, cleaning up once items have been used so that
they may be used again. By the end of the evening, everyone is exhausted. Just then, we
remember that food can be shared with the Mother Teresa Soup kitchen, and arrangements are
made to send it across. But there is still more clearing up to do. The men haul garbage to the
dumpster (which for some reason seems like it's always a mile away). By the end of it all,
everyone is tired, yet saddened that the fun is almost over.
Our GOANJ picnic is always planned to perfection, each year is different and better than the
one before. Each year we raise the bar for ourselves with the hope of passing the baton to our
young ones soon.
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Thank you
GOANJ!
We had a great time at the GOANJ picnic this year amidst all the Covid chaos. We were all
vaccinated so we decided to come and be a part of it. My mum and dad are visiting from Göa
so they attended it too. It was so much fun meeting and catching up on stories of Goa and Goan
Culture. This picnic was very well planned like always. The food was delicious. The Doce was
exceptionally good. Loved the company of our Goan folks. Mum and dad were so happy to see
their daughter with so many friends like family here in the US. The weather was perfect that day
for us and for my 3 month old baby too.. I must
say it’s always a good time with you all..
Viva Göa..!! Mog Asu
Crezel Coelho

We attended the Goan NJ Picnic on August 1 at Rosedale Park.
It was a fun day organized by the goan association for our families.
We were greeted with very warm friendly faces who made us feel
welcome and comfortable. It was very thoughtful of the association
members to greet us with some Doce (goan sweet) ordered specially
from Goa. It brought back lots of memories from back home with its
authentic flavors.
Throughout the day there were lots of games planned for adults and kids
which helped us mingle with fellow goans. There was plenty of food
starting from appetizers, lunch with special menu items for kids and dessert options.
My favorite part was the musicians who entertained us at different intervals. To sum it all up it
was a well-planned event with great food, music, and entertainment for the family.
We want to thank the Goanj Association for organizing this event.
Thanks,
Alicia Rebello
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Covid 19, The Delta Variant
and Back to School, What does it mean for
our children?
Dr. Michelle Vital
M.D, FAAP -Pediatrician at

Osborn FQHC Camden, NJ

A report released Monday, Aug 12, 2021 counted over 121,000 new Covid infections the
previous week, marking a 30% increase over 94,000 from the week before and a 200%
increase from mid- June, when the tally was just 39,000.

And all this is happening just as schools are resuming, leading to frustrated parents, worried
educators and health officials, and fed- up students.
Experts don't know yet if kids are getting sicker with the Delta variant of Covid, but they do
know that this variant is more contagious, which means that more kids are ending up
hospitalized. It also means that a larger number of children have a risk of Multisystem
Inflammatory syndrome MIS-C,a rare but dangerous condition causing parts of the body to be
inflamed and larger numbers of children to have a risk of long haul Covid effects.

The Solution?
The American Academy of Pediatrics agrees that children too young to be vaccinated
should be “ringed” by vaccinated parents, teachers and school staff.
The CDC recommends that students and staff wear masks indoors this fall, regardless of
vaccination status. Most sick children come from unvaccinated households and getting a
vaccine is the only way to make a difference and get back to normal. The Pfizer vaccine is
approved for all children 12 y and over and has been shown to be safe and effective.
Industry and federal officials say they expect the first vaccines for children 5y - 11y could
happen late 2021 or early 2022. They will receive a smaller dose of 10 mcg, everyone else
gets 30 mcgs.
In addition, make sure your children are getting sufficient rest, eating healthy and staying up
to date on their other vaccines. Encourage hand washing with soap and water and hand
sanitizer.
In spite of all this, when young children get together, germs spread. Plan ahead by finding
out where your child and family members can get tested with quick results in case they wake
up with the now- dreaded sniffles. And whatever your child's Covid status, don't send them
back to school if they are coughing and sneezing. Lastly, if your child tests positive, don't
panic. Most children are very resilient. Monitor their symptoms and call their pediatrician with
any concerns.

Let us all work together for our children to return to school in person, safe and healthy.
Have a great school year!
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Christina Fernandes

Road to Wall Street

Hello everyone! My name is Christina Fernandes and I am a current incoming junior at the
Rutgers Business School at Rutgers University, New Brunswick. This past summer, I interned at
Goldman Sachs virtually and next summer I will be interning at Bank of America in New York
City for Investment Banking in the Global Capital Markets division.

Coming into Rutgers I decided to major in Finance. Finance is a dense major that provides
you with a lot of various opportunities when navigating towards a career path in the industry. I
also chose finance from my initial interest in business from having participated in the Future
Business Leaders of America club in high school. Furthermore, I have a strong passion for math
and studying the market news and trends.
During my freshman year of college at Rutgers, I applied to the Road to Wall Street program. This program accepts a select number of freshmen and guides and prepares them for the
rigorous environment of Wall Street. It is a four-year program, freshmen to senior year, which
enhances our financial industry knowledge and prepares us for front office roles through fellow
peer mentorship. I was required to complete training during the program which consisted of a
financial modeling class and numerous Wall Street preparatory courses and seminars covering
technical skills integrated with the industry today.
Along with this program, I am a part of LIBOR, Little Investment Bankers of Rutgers,
which is a large financial organization. In LIBOR, I participated in a stock pitch competition
where I headed a team in producing and presenting an equity research report using technical
analysis and analysis of 10K and 10Q financial statements to pitch a company to a senior
portfolio manager. Finally, I am also a part of Women in Business and applied to and am a part
of the Women BUILD program. These programs incorporate rigorous self-learning opportunities
and experiences to further succeed as the next generation of female leaders in the financial world.
My time at Goldman Sachs this summer as a sophomore was definitely unique since everything was virtual. I was able to meet a lot of analysts and associates that work at the company
via Zoom meetings. I had attended meetings and rotated through different front office finance
divisions including investment banking, asset management, and sales and trading. The aspect
that I truly missed out on was not being able to presently be there in the office. I would have
loved to be able to travel to the city and see the amazing building in person. It has always been a
dream of mine to work in the city and hopefully that is something that I can do next summer!
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Chantelle Faria

Learning administration skills
on the job

During the Summer of 2021, I was given the opportunity to work as a Virtual Personal Assistant
to an Aerospace Engineer and the CEO of a Non-Profit Women in STEM Magazine called
Reinvented Magazine in Florida. I came across this opportunity after spending a year
volunteering at Reinvented Magazine where I reported directly to the CEO and completed
miscellaneous tasks.
As a Personal Assistant, I assist in scheduling meetings, reaching out to other members of the
Reinvented Team, purchase items, track packages, respond to OOO emails and so much more!
By performing these tasks, I realized working and running a non-profit is not an easy task. There
is so much planning and organization involved, and it most certainly is not a one-person job.
I am so honored to receive this opportunity to work for such an amazing person. Additionally, I
was offered an extension and will be an assistant for the remainder of the year.
This is just another reminder that volunteering and connecting with people in your field of work
can help in the long run! It might also help you find an amazing mentor:

Steph Da Costa

Gaining hands on experience in software development
This summer, I had the opportunity to do an internship in Software Engineering with a company

that designs and manufactures machines which assemble computer chips. I got to participate in
all aspects of software development including design, code writing, and testing. I had a lot of fun
and gained valuable experience!
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Cheyenne Menezes

Pursuing a Passion in Public
Health
Cheyenne with the Deputy Director
Wellspring Center for Prevention is a non-profit organization located in
East Brunswick that provides substance abuse prevention education. I’ve been working there as an intern
for the past three summers. My work entails doing research projects and updating, analyzing, and
organizing data for important public health programs, grants and presentations.

At senior centers in East Brunswick and Dunellen, I co-presented a chronic pain management program
which informed participants about healthy alternatives to prescription misuse. I have worked on a
pre-arrest diversion project, hospice project, and one on recreational marijuana marketing since it
became legal in NJ around that time. I enjoyed being a part of the organization and being able to
contribute towards the community programs and discover the opinions and risks to my community
regarding substance abuse. My experience also helped me by inspiring me to major in Public Health at
Rutgers.

Nicole Vital

Making an impact on the Editorial Board
During the summer, my high school newspaper Eastside held an
exciting event called “Business Day.” As a part of the Eastside
Editorial Board, I worked with other board members to solicit
businesses in Collingswood, New Jersey to see if they would be
interested in placing advertisements for their businesses in our
newspaper. Although this may seem like a demanding task, it
also became a bonding experience for the board members. Our
advisor challenged us with point system that correlated to an
interesting scavenger hunt.
Examples:
1. Editor arm wrestling a non-Eastside person (video) - 15 points
2. Editor(s) in rap battle with non-Eastside person (video, 60+ seconds) – 25 points
3. Editor on the cashier side of a store counter (photo) – 10 points
4. A baby or toddler reading an Eastside (photo) – 20 points
5. Editor walking elderly person across the street (photo) – 10 points
6. Editor wearing hat made out of Eastside issue (photo) – 10 points
We also had plenty of opportunities to take pictures and talk to people around Collingwood in an
attempt to win the scavenger hunt as well as secure advertisements in our newspaper. Not only
did I have the chance to work productively with other board members, I also bonded with my
co-editors and had a great time.
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Kevin Fernandes

Pushing through the hard work

My name is Kevin Fernandes, I am 16 years old, and a student of South Brunswick High School. I would
like to share my experience as a Triathlon competitor and a creator of Prepinar (non - profit organization).
When the coronavirus pandemic erupted, schools and colleges had to change the way they educate
students. Therefore online teaching emerged as the new norm. During my online school year, I found it
pretty difficult to find information that can help me figure out a plan for what field I want to pursue.
This is what motivated me to find a solution that can help other students that have the same problem as me.
That is why, I along with my two friends created an organization called, Prepinar.
The purpose of Prepinar is to assist students by providing them information from experts which is hard to
find. Here at Prepinar, our team will gather notable people to talk about their experiences of getting into
exceptional colleges, occupational preparation, high school experience, etc at our very own completely
free seminars. In these seminars, students have the opportunity to listen, and ask questions from students
who have excelled, experienced, and achieved their goals. So far Prepinar has had two seminars with the
topics of SAT prep, essay writing, and career guidance in the Computer Science field.
If you are interested in joining future seminars please visit our website at www.prepinar.org. You can
check our upcoming seminars, you can leave a suggestion of a topic you would like to hear about at a
seminar, and you can also sign up to be a speaker for a seminar.
Another experience I would like to share is that I have
competed in my first ever state Triathlon!
For those of you that are unaware, a Triathlon is a competition
with the combination of swimming, biking, and running that
must be completed in a given timeframe. I competed in the
New Jersey Olympic State Triathlon which is a 1500 meter
lake swim, a 25-mile bike ride, and a 6-mile run.
I completed the Triathlon with the helpful support of my
friends and family in 3 hours and 35 minutes out of the 4
hours and 30 minutes given. I heard about this Triathlon
through my friend, and I wanted to do it since school sports
had been canceled, which I was really looking forward to. When training for this with my friend the only
thing that kept going through my mind was “don’t do this, it's too hard”. But in the end, I was so amazed
and my family and friends were so happy for me as well.
My point is that if there is anything that I learned from this experience it is that you should always push
through the hard work to achieve your goals because, in the end, it is definitely worth it.
All in all this Triathlon was a very fun experience. I hope I inspired you all to try out something new and
push through the hard work.
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Briell Menezes, Organized a fundraiser
Raising supplies for teens in need!
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2020 and 2021 was a challenging year for everyone.
We all worked hard, overcame many obstacles, and prayed to the
Lord to guide us through these times and as always, He has
answered our prayers.
We am extremely proud of our daughter Tanya Carneiro for all she
has achieved this past year. She was not only recognized as the
Teacher of the Year (2020) for Innovation High School in Jersey City,
but she also passed the School Leaders Licensure Assessment which is
a national exam prospective school administrators are required to
take and pass for certification. Tanya has worked very hard over the
GOANJ
past year working a full-time job as a teacher, going to school
is proud of you Tanya!
full time to complete her courses for certification and purchasing her Congratulations and God bless!
first home.
May God continue to bless and guide her in her future endeavors.
Proud parents
Felix and Inacia Carneiro
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Congrats Sarah!
Best Wishes at
Quinnipiac University

Congrats Lauren!
Best Wishes at
University of
Pittsburgh!

Congrats Joshua!
All the best at
Rutgers University

Congrats Sage!
All the best at
Cornell University
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Best Wishes at
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Welcome Baby Henry
Beautiful son of Yujin and Kielan Dsouza.
God Bless you and your parents
Congrats grandparents, and the entire family

Welcome Beautiful Baby Emma
July 7, 2021
God Bless and
Congratulations to proud parents
Vanessa and Sahil and grandparents
and the entire family

Congratulations!
Chelsea Dias, daughter of Nora and
Clifford Dias celebrated her wedding to
Dr. Amol Utrankar.
The couple was married in a church
ceremony last year and the wedding
celebration took place on August 7, 2021
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Teamwork makes the dream work.
Everyone joined in COVID relief
efforts in Goa. From organizations
to teens to homemakers to ordinary
citizens– All helping to do
extraordinary work!
A big thanks to Alroy Menezes for
being a part of this effort!
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And that’s how I spent my summer!

Brelin– Catching up on her
summer reading!

The Faria’s
Travelling with their best friend, Scruffy

The Martins– Made a Splash!
The Nunes made candy !
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Adrian Lobo

While I have used a security lock, taken advantage of a mortgage lock, had the barber snip off
a lock, been aggravated by a bullock blocking traffic, packed a sandwich in a Ziploc, etc., I have
never been the victim of a shylock, given hemlock, nor had law enforcement put on a wrist lock.
A new experience for our family this summer was a cruise through a canal lock on the Erie Canal.
This is a concrete structure found on waterways and is necessary for raising or lowering vessels
from one water level to another. It is rectangular in shape with swinging gates at each end which
open or close, allowing vessels to enter or leave the canal lock chamber. Around 1480 Leonardo
DaVinci invented the “Miter-V” gates which met in a shape of a shallow V, with the point of the V
facing upstream. Once the gates were closed, the water pressure would push the gates together
at the V and create a watertight seal.
Canal locks are necessary for vessels as they travel along the waterway due to changing
topography levels, rapids, shoaling, waterfalls and low water. A vessel leaving Albany, NY must
travel through a series of 35 canal locks that will raise her 565 feet before arriving in Buffalo.
The Hinckley Reservoir and the Delta Lake provide water for the canal locks to remain
operational. The water eventually flows through the Mohawk River, then the Hudson River and
finally out into the Atlantic Ocean.

While admiring the beautiful panorama of New York State, we also gained historical knowledge
about why the Erie Canal was needed, how it was built from 1817 to 1825 and improved
commerce, and also encouraged settlers to move west. The Erie Canal is considered the
engineering marvel of the 19th century.
The highlight on the outbound trip was our vessel being lowered 20’ in the canal lock to continue
the cruise from the higher level of the Erie Canal to the lower level of the Mohawk River. On the
return trip the vessel came into the canal lock and was raised 20’ to the same level as the Erie
Canal. Every time a vessel “locks,” 2 million gallons of water pass through the canal lock and
takes about 15 minutes.
Lock 18 is in Jacksonburg, NY and worth a relaxing week-end trip with family and friends.
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ELINA GOMES– MEMBER SINCE 1991
TERESA CORDEIRO– MEMBER FOR OVER 25
YEARS

"
The only way to have a
friend is to be one."
- Ralph Waldo Emerson
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Norman D’souza

WHO IS MOTHER MARY?
Mary is a Jewish woman from a small village in Israel
God chooses a woman, Mary. Without her consent, history would have been different
There is more reference to Mary in the Koran than in the Bible.
Not much is known about her, but for us Catholics she is a glorious and truthful mystery.
Mary inspired more art and music than any other woman in history.
Even in the modern age, she fascinates the imagination of men and women of all faiths.
In fact, Mary has appeared on the cover of Time magazine more than any other person.
She is the most painted women in the world.
She is the one perfect woman, only blue print, model prototype for a perfect discipleship with God
In short, Mary is a Masterpiece
God is so good that he sent his Son through Mary.
Prophecies had to come true and so God enabled her to become accessible to our senses, and was allowed
to become tangible to us. Her initial God-given role was to be the Ark of the New Covenant, to bring
Jesus into the lives of mankind in a new and special way.
God made her perfect and protected her, like He protected the Ark of the Covenant.
God granted Mary yet another gift. At the end of her time on earth, Mary was taken (or
“assumed”) body and soul into heaven. This means Jesus and Mary are the only two people in
heaven who are there in both body and soul.
Jesus chose to honor his mother. Jesus made sure Mary does not die.
Jesus loved her so much that he implanted himself in her body, how could he see that body get corrupted
like any ordinary human being?
As we all know there was enmity between the woman and the serpent right from the early chapter of
Genesis, till the end in the last chapters of Revelation. It talks about war between the woman and the
serpent. In other words, it was then, it is now and it always will be .
In our spiritual battle, we can always gain strength from Mother Mary to fight against the evil spiritual
powers which attack us day and night. The rosary is one such weapon we have in our possession. It is said
that every time we say a Hail Mary, it is like a knock on the head of the serpent. So when we pray the
Rosary, we knock on the head of the serpent 53 times.

In Chess, the Queen is most powerful piece; she can move anywhere and everyone fights to save the
Queen. If we lose the Queen, the game is over. If a Bishop (me & you) work with the Queen (Mother
Mary), we are able to win the battle. The Queen can bring victory for the King( God).
This Holy Queen is the surest, fastest and one of the most direct ways to bring the lost lambs to
Jesus Christ.
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Rest in Peace
Juanita Maria deSa e Frias, beloved daughter, sister, wife, mother,
and friend, passed away on June 18, 2021.
She is survived by her loving husband of 21 years, Vladimir (Val) Frias;
daughters Ariana and Melania deSa e Frias; sisters Deborah (Roger
Sequeira) deSa and Melissa (Sean DaSilva) deSa; nieces Sophie Sequeira
and Sonia, Mila & Vivienne DaSilva; nephew Kyle Sequeira; and mother
Carmen deSa. She is predeceased by her father, Victor deSa.
Juanita was born on July 1,1974 in Rochester, New York. She graduated
from Batavia High School in 1992 and went on to earn her Bachelor of
Science (BS) degree from Cornell University in 1995, and her Doctor of
Dental Surgery (DDS) degree from Columbia University in 2000.

One of Nita's great loves was to travel. Over the years, she was blessed to travel the world with Val and
her two girls. Another of Nita's loves was dancing. She was an accomplished dancer herself and passed
that love on to her two daughters.
Juanita was a thoughtful, supportive and loyal friend. She will be remembered for her generous and joyful
spirit. She was taken from us far too soon. She lives on now in our hearts, until we meet again.

Eternal rest grant upon Juanita, O Lord,
and let perpetual light shine upon Her.
May she be joined with you in Heaven.
And may all the souls of our faithful departed Rest In Peace.
Amen
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PRAYER TEAM WARRIORS

Since the formation of this Association, a dedicated group of Prayer Team warriors have
been faithfully praying for the spiritual, emotional and physical needs of others. This
group prays for the needs of others (either named or anonymous) for any need placed
before them as the outpouring of love, friendship and faith overflows each request in
abundance.
If you would like to join the Prayer Team, or if you have a need, over which we can pray,
please reach out to Wilma at vilmalfmartins@gmail.com OR
Dianne, at dianneenunes@gmail.com for additional information.
Looking to boost your spiritual walk with the Lord in a meaningful way?

Consider joining the Sunday evening Bible Study led by Norman D’Souza. They ZOOM
every other Sunday from 7:00 pm to approximately 8:000 pm and all are invited!
We walk through the Scriptures and apply God’s message to our everyday lives. You are
welcomed to join in, so please contact Norman at normandsouza100@gmail.com and he
will add you to the link online.
Prepare to impact your spiritual walk through these Bible gatherings.
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Looking for more families , youngsters
to join the GOANJ planning
committee .
If you are interested in finding out what
more ,
Email
committee@goanj.com
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Thank you Sponsors!
We appreciate your
business & support.

Looking to Grow Your Business?
If you are looking to launch a new business or grow an existing
business, consider advertising in the Goan Connection.
Reach a vibrant and socially conscious audience in New Jersey,
New York. Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland and beyond.
Send the content of your advertisement in a Word document to
committee@goanj.com
Our yearly rates ( for 4 inserts, spread over 4 issues) are as follows:
2 inch 1 column
1/3 page
1/2 page
Full page

$20
$120
$150
$250

Contact
Marvin Fernandes
at 201-64-GOANJ(46265)
for all your advertising
needs.
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For more details, go to https://www.lovandjoygoancreations.com
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PICTURE PERFECT PHOTOGRAPHY
Capture beautiful moments of your next
special event!
Contact Norman
Cell: (732) 763 -1723
Email: normandsouza100@gmail.com
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Looking for more ways

to keep in touch?
We have recently launched an
Instagram Page
Administrator: Chantelle Faria
The Goan Association of New Jersey
@goanassociationofnewjersey91
So hurry and download the Instagram app on
your phones to get the latest updates, events,

TWEET

TWEET

GOANJ is now on Twitter

LIKE US ON
FACEBOOK
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